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Completely distinct physiological conditions and immune responses exist

among different human life stages. Age is not always consistent with the life

stage. We proposed to incorporate the concept of the life stages into basic and

clinical pharmacology, including clinical trials, drug labels, and drug usage in

clinical practice. Life-stage-based medical treatment is the application of

medicine according to life stages such as prepuberty, reproductive, and

aging. A large number of diseases are life-stage-dependent. Many

medications and therapy have shown various age effects but not been

recognized as life-stage-dependent. The same dosage and drug applications

used in different life stages lead to divergent outcomes. Incorporating life stages

in medicine and drug usage will enhance the efficacy and precision of the

medication in disease treatment.
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1 Introduction-The unclarified issue in basic and
clinical pharmacology

While gender and ethnic differences have been incorporated in basic and clinical

pharmacology, the life stage has not been well defined as a category in personalized

medicine. The reason is that an individual’s age is not an accurate measurement for a

customized application of diagnosis and treatment. For example, for two 50-year-old

females, one may be in the postmenopausal stage while the other may not reach

menopause. Similarly, for two boys at the age of 13, one may have reached puberty

while the other may not. In practice, many health professionals plan clinical trial protocols

according to the age of the participants (Al-Sahab et al., 2012).

We proposed to use the life stage as one of the categories to improve therapeutic treatment

and personalizedmedicine.We hypothesize that using the life stage as one of the parameters of

a study enables a more complete understanding of the physiological and pathological
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characterization of a study subject in clinical studies. The life stage of

humans can be divided into pre-birth, prepuberty, reproductive, and

post-reproductive or aging stages (Gu, 2022a; Gu, 2022b).

Accordingly, the transitions from one stage to the next would be

studied and defined (Gu, 2022b). Instead of only by age,

physiological changes such as body features, puberty, menopause,

and andropause can be used to define the life stages.Measurement of

internal physiological changes such as the hormone level and other

related proteins or gene expression levels may be utilized for such a

consideration (Gu, 2022a; Gu, 2022b). The physiological

characteristics in each life stage need to be completely

understood to apply the proper dose of medication and therapy.

Gender in the life stage should be defined and integrated into clinical

trials and studies. Until now, barriers in personalized medicine are

partially caused by the limited understanding of the interaction

between life stages and medication effectiveness. Therefore, we

introduced the concept of life stages in the life cycle where the

practice of medicine may be improved.

2 Policy options and implications-life
stages and age differ significantly

2.1 The life stages in the life cycle in
different organisms

From the simplest one-cell creatures to the complex life cycle

of animals and humans, the features of different life stages are

distinct (Gu, 2022a). Reviewing these differences enables us to

understand the differences of mechanisms in the life stages and

life cycles.

Although phenotypically invisible, a life cycle, the series of

changes in the life of a simple organism, including

reproduction, can be divided into three main stages, growth,

DNA synthesis, and division (the death of the original cell)

(Figure 1A). Similar patterns occur in plants after seeding,

vegetative growth, flowering and polluting and seeding, and

death of the plant (Figure 1B). The life of a butterfly or moth has

very distinct phenotypic stages: fertilized

egg→larva→pupa→adult→death (Figure 1C); however, they

can also be divided into similar life stages, the growth

(egg→larva→pupa), the reproductive (adult), the aging and

death (death). Humans experience similar stages, body growth

(prepuberty), reproductive (between puberty and menopause),

and aging and death (postmenopause).

The complicated living creatures on earth arise from the

simple lives. From the point of view of the life stage, humans are

not unique. The life of humans is also divided into different life

stages. The transition from one life stage to the other is visible in

some organisms while not in others. Different life stages of

humans are not shown in obvious phenotypic characteristics,

such as between lava and pupa in insects, but the physiological

changes can still be clearly defined (Figures 1D–F).

There is a large amount of morphological variation in these

organismswhile they have similar life stages in their life cycle (Thomas

et al., 2001; Filatova et al., 2019). The variations of each life stage may

be determined by environmental factors, such as living conditions,

access to health services, and nutrition (supply and quality of food).

Therefore, age may not accurately indicate therapeutic application of

treatment in humans. However, life stages could better describe and

measure the physiological and phenotypic changes.

2.2 Evidence of life-stage-dependent
diseases

Diseases include childhood, adult, and aging diseases. These

classifications are based on the age of disease development. A

different classification of diseases may be prepuberty,

reproductive, and aging (Gu, 2022a). Thus, the classification is

based on the physiological changes of the life stages.

2.3 Childhood diseases should have been
investigated considering prepuberty as
one life stage

Many diseases that affect infants and children primarily are called

childhood diseases, such as measles, mumps, acute lymphocytic

leukemia (ALL), and childhood asthma. The definition of

childhood is being a child, but the age interval of children and

adolescents varies significantly, from 0 to 18. The timing of puberty as

the indicator of physical maturity has been neglected.

Studies have shown the importance of menarche as an

indicator of disease onset, including the causal inverse

associations between puberty timing and risks for breast and

endometrial cancers in women and prostate cancer in men

(Mitra et al., 2012) and a strong association between age at

menarche and the age at onset of bipolar and anxiety

(Chakraborty et al., 2018). Unfortunately, the link between the

life stages of growth and productivity is not established.

2.4 Period between puberty and
menopause as the reproductive life stage
and its impact on diseases

Although the reproductive life stage has not been marked as a

particular time for diseases, evidence has shown its particular

status on the diseases. A meta-analysis by the Collaborative

Group on Hormonal Factors in Breast Cancer showed that

during the period between puberty and menopause, women

had a greater risk of breast cancer (Day et al., 2017).

Similarly, in a study on the age of menarche and menopause

with cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and osteoporosis in

Chinese women, Qiu et al. reported that menarche and
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menopause history could be used as an indicator for women with

an increased risk of developing cardiovascular disease and

osteoporosis (Tondo et al., 2017). The incidence and

pathological features of the diseases in the reproductive period

differ from that of prepuberty and postmenopause (Collaborative

Group on Hormonal Factors in Breast Cancer, 2012).

2.5 Menopause as the start of the aging life
stage

Changes in physiological and immune systems are well

known in postmenopausal women (Qiu et al., 2013; Ysrraelit

and Correale, 2019). However, in the majority of clinical trials,

menopause was not treated as an essential parameter. For

example, searching the keyword “cancer” from the type of

article as a clinical trial in the last 10 years from PubMed on

5 January 2022, we found 57,312 articles. By adding “menopause”

as the keyword, only 897 articles were selected. These 897 articles

are a small portion, even within the 7831 clinical trials of breast

cancer. Instead, the majority of the clinical trials utilize age as one

of the characterizations of the patients. When searching the

article with the keywords “cancer” and “age,” 11,109 articles

were found. The ages in different clinical trials are listed as

investigation parameters varied in a wide range without clear

rationale (Davis et al., 2015; Muka et al., 2016). Similar to the

time of puberty, the age of menopause of a woman varies across

different races, regions, times, and countries (Figure 1F). Ages,

such as 55, 60, 65, and 70, do not correctly reflect the life stages of

a patient (Davis et al., 2015; Muka et al., 2016).

2.6 The same treatment shows different
effects at the different life stages

As different life stages have different physiological and

pathological statuses, the same therapeutic treatment on

different life stages has a different effect (Wang et al., 2017;

Wang et al., 2021). A typical example is hormone replacement

therapy (Lobo, 2017). Women benefit from treatment before

puberty, including a reduction in the incidence and mortality of

coronary heart disease. In contrast, treatment on

FIGURE 1
Life stages of different living creatures. (A) The stages of the life cycle of a cell. (B) Stages of the life cycle of crops and vegetables. (C) Four stages
of the life cycle of most insects. (D) Stages of the life cycle of humans. (E) Variation in the age of puberty among young people. (F) Variation in the age
of menopause among the human.
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postmenopausal women did not show such improvement but

increased the risk of diseases (Lobo, 2017). However, the

difference between different life stages is the hormones and

the overall physiological status, including the immune systems

(Hirokawa et al., 1992; Gameiro et al., 2010). More differences in

the therapeutic applications should be identified when the life

stage is used, like the characteristics of subjects in clinical trials.

For men, the research specifically focusing on drug dosages

during different life stages has been largely neglected. On the

other hand, the significant physiological changes during puberty

and andropause have been clearly documented by a large number

of publications. The age of puberty has been linked to disease and

physiological abnormalities. For example, early puberty has been

linked to men’s risk for type 2 diabetes (Ohlsson et al., 2020). Sex-

related differences in adverse drug reactions have been well-

documented (Watson et al., 2019). A significant change in

puberty for men is masculinity which is associated with the

changes in physiological features and level of androgen in men.

Significant changes in health and response to the drug treatment

are accompanied by masculinity at puberty (Liu et al., 2016;

Lucas-Herald et al., 2016). Dosage of drugs based only on age

does not fit well with the variation of ages of puberty and

physiological and immune response of men.

2.7 Differences in age and trends of ages of
life stages among human populations

It is well known that there are variations in the age of puberty

among races, geographical regions, countries, and over time

(Figure 2) (Thomas et al., 2001; Al-Sahab et al., 2012).

However, many epidemic studies on trends and incidence of

childhood diseases use the same age range in the comparison data

over decades (Thomas et al., 2001; Gu, 2022b). The study on the

trends in the incidence of childhood cancer statistically analyzed

the incidence of cancer in Canada using samples under the age of

14 (Mitra et al., 2012). The population at the age of 14 in

1992 may represent different life stages of the 14-year-old

population in 2006. (Al-Sahab et al., 2012).

2.8 Trends and variation of puberty among
different regions

The variation of puberty can be demonstrated by the girl’s

age at puberty. Figure 2 demonstrates the variation in the ages of

puberty among regions, countries, and the same population

(Eckert-Lind et al., 2020; Leone and Brown, 2020; Wu et al.,

FIGURE 2
Variation of ages at puberty in the human population. (A) The variations in ages of puberty among different continents. (B) The variations in the
ages of puberty among different countries amongmiddle- and low-income countries. (C) The variations in the ages of puberty among Japanese girls
in different years. (D) The variations in the ages of puberty among different Chinese ethnic groups.
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2022). The variation exists among not only racial groups but also

the regions and countries (Figures 2A–D). One variation is the

regional and racial differences (Figures 2A,D). For example, the

median age for a healthy girl who attained Tanner breast stage

2 in Europe, the US, Africa, Asia, and the Middle East were from

9.8 to 10.8, 8 to 10.3, 10.1 to 13.2, 8.9 to 11.5, and 9.7–10.3 years,

respectively (Eckert-Lind et al., 2020).

The other difference exists within the same region

(Figure 2C). For example, within low-income and middle-

income countries, there is a great variation in the age at

menarche. In Colombia, the average age of menarche is 12.81,

while in Botswana, the average age is 15.67 (Leone and Brown,

2020). Living conditions and environmental factors contribute to

the body’s growth; in particular, food supplies and nutrients may

have led to such a variation. It has been reported that both fetal

and childhood famine exposure, especially in late childhood,

were positively associated with increased age at menarche (Wu

et al., 2022).

The other variation is the longitudinal variation. There is a

trend that the age of puberty decreases worldwide (Pathak et al.,

2014; Bräuner et al., 2020). For example, a recent study reports

that Denmark’s annual incidence of central precocious puberty

(CPP) and normal variant puberty (PT) has substantially

increased in the last 20 years. The incidence rate for CPP per

10,000 girls 20 years ago and late was 13.7 (95% CI, 9.3–18.2) and

recently was 14.2 (95% CI, 4.6–23.9). Similarly, the mean age at

menarche among Indian women in 2005 declined by 3 months

from women born prior to 1955–1964 (Pathak et al., 2014).

Most importantly, there is significant variation in the age of

puberty among the same population making it more difficult to

generalize based on age (Ohlsson et al., 2019; Aris et al., 2022)

(Figure 2E). Complex genetic, environmental, and nutritional

factors can influence normal puberty timing, precocious puberty,

and delayed puberty (Aris et al., 2022). The standard variation of

puberty age among girls in a country can be as much as 1.5 years

(Hirokawa et al., 1992). Similarly, the age of puberty in boys is

also decreased. Ohlsson et al. reported that age at peak height

velocity in Swedish boys born from 1947 to 1996 was 1.5 months

earlier for every decade increase in the birth year (Ohlsson et al.,

2019). Aris et al. studied the early-life growth and age at pubertal

onset among boys and girls in US children. They found that faster

gains in weight, length or height, or body mass index in early life

were associated with earlier pubertal onset (Aris et al., 2022),

again suggesting that nutrition leads to variation in ages of

puberty.

2.9 The trends and variation of the ages of
menopause around the world

Like puberty, the age of menopause in women varies greatly

in similar ways (Aris et al., 2022). It varies among the geographic

regions and races or ethnicities (Figure 3A). For example, a

systematic review and meta-analysis on the 44 community-based

studies across six continents concluded that the average ages at

natural menopause among African, Latin American, Asian,

Middle Eastern, European, Australian, and the United States

women were 48.38, 47.24, 48.75, 47.37, 50.54, 51.25 and 49.11,

respectively (Eckert-Lind et al., 2020) (Figure 3B).

Within the same region or area, there is a variation

(Figure 3C). For example, within Asian countries, there is

variation ranging from 46.70 to 50.10. Within European

countries, the range is from 49.81 to 51.30. Within Middle

Eastern countries, it ranged from 46.24 to 48.30 (Manotas

et al., 2022).

The change in the trend for menopause is in the opposite

direction (Figure 3D). Instead of downward, it has been in an

upward direction (Schoenaker et al., 2014). For example, from

1959–1962 to 2015–2018, the mean age of natural menopause

increased from 48.4 years to 49.9 years (Appiah et al., 2021). A

study also indicated that age at menopause across Europe is

shifting toward higher ages (Dratva et al., 2009).

In addition to the genetic variations and racial differences,

there are enormous factors that influence the age at menopause

(Dratva et al., 2009). These factors include the lifestyle and the

living environment such as income and employment, physical

and psychological health, family, work, social network, and

cultural educational levels. (Zou et al., 2021). Thus, within the

same country or region, variations exist in the age of menopause

among women (Ringa, 2000; Carty et al., 2013).

3 Recommendations-the needs and
benefits in the application of life
stages in pharmacology

Life stages should be given consideration in all aspects of

medicine. For historical reasons, life stages have been left out as

an essential characteristic in medical practice. To integrate the

life stage in medicine, the work should start at the very beginning,

with drug testing and clinical trials, and through drug labeling

and medical practice.

3.1 Subjects in clinical trials

Currently, only a few clinical trials on hormone therapies

include puberty or menopause as selection criteria or patient

characterization. The majority of clinical trials, such as the

vaccine trials, use different ages but do not list life stages in

the selection criteria of research subjects. For example, the trial

on the COVID vaccine is divided into a range of ages, such as the

age group of 5–11 years (Di Fusco et al., 2022; Kim et al., 2022). In

the clinical trials of cancer patients, age groups have been widely

used as the general rule to describe the response to the treatment,

either for children or adults (Kang et al., 2018; Porter et al., 2022).
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In reality, there are tremendous changes before and after

these life stages. For a girl, before and after puberty, the

differences are enormous in terms of the increase of cortisol,

including energy expenditure, body growth, motor behavior,

physical activity, metabolism, and most importantly, the

immunological response or immune reaction. Because of this

wide spectrum of changes, the response before and after puberty

to most medical treatments, such as medicine or surgery, will not

be the same. It is most likely that two girls at the same age, for

example, at the age of 11, the one before puberty, will react to a

testing drug, such as the COVID-19 vaccine, stronger and more

rapidly than the one after puberty (Figure 4A).

Opposite to puberty, women after menopause will decrease

their immune reaction level partially because the hormone levels

will remain at a constant low level. The changes will make women

vulnerable to many conditions, including osteoporosis,

cardiovascular disease, and depression. These physiological,

metabolic, and immunological changes lead to a different

response to the majority of medical treatments than before

menopause (Figure 4B).

Accordingly, adding life stages into patients’ information

will enhance most clinical trials’ accuracy. In clinical drug trials,

adding the life stages of the study subjects will enhance the

accuracy of comparative data from different areas or countries

because populations from different geographical areas of

similar ages maybe not be in the same life stages. Within the

population of the same country or regions, data from life stages

will explain the efficacy of the tested medical treatment and the

dosages in different life stages. (Figure 5A) (Torres-Mejía et al.,

2005).

3.2 Drug labels

Similarly, the current labels for most drugs do not have

instructions for drug usage according to the life stages. Instead,

most drug labels divided usages and dosages based on age groups

such as between 6 and 10, or under 11. Such a drug labeling

system has its historical reason because the life stage has never

been used or required as one category in drug usage and labeling.

Such a labeling system has multiple problems with drug

usage. The first problem is the generalization of the age dosage.

For example, the directions of one drug label divide the usage into

two categories “adults and children 12 years and over” and

“children under 12 years”. For category one, the direction

may instruct the patient to “take 2 tablets every 4–6 h” For

FIGURE 3
Variation of ages at menopause in the human population. (A) The variations in ages ofmenopause among different races and ethnicities. (B) The
variations in ages of menopause in different years. (C) The variations in the range of ages of menopause in different years. (D) The different
percentages of menopause ages among the same population.
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the second category, it may put “take 1 tablet ever 4 to 6 houses”.

Such labeling can be seen in many drugs. At the age of 12, a girl

may or may not be past puberty. The difference between 1 and

2 tablets may significantly affect the effectiveness of treatment

(Figure 5B).

The other problem is that the dosage effect on the same

age may change years later. For example, 20 years ago, a

country’s average puberty age may have been 14 years old. At

that time, the data on the effect of a drug from a clinical trial

at the age of 13 years would have been based on girls

before puberty. However, 20 years later, the average age of

puberty in the same country is 12 years old. Thus, the

dosage may need to be changed. Similarly, such data from

one ethnic population may not be the same in another ethnic

group.

Therefore, drug labels may benefit the patients, especially

when the ages are labeled around puberty or menopause. Because

of the differences in physiological and disease status during

different life stages, it is essential to define these life stages

accurately. Puberty and menopause are the visible phenotypes

through these life stages; considerable future studies on the

classification of different life stages are needed.

3.3 Drugs in clinical practice

In the medical practice, the question of puberty and

menopause should not be only limited to the question asked

by an endocrinologist and nurses but also by other physicians.

Most importantly, while physicians and nurses talk with a girl

about puberty, growth, body, and emotional changes, they should

also carefully consider the dosages along with these changes for a

girl receiving treatment for a disease. Similarly, this medical

practice should be incorporated stages before and after the

menopause stages. Guidance for physician practices in

different clinical instructions should be clearly written.

Unfortunately, most of these are currently lacking.

3.4 Male life stages

Males also have different life stages, but different criteria may

be used to define these stages. Although men have the same life

stages and the changes are similar to those of women in many

respects, the changes in hormone levels, types, metabolic

pathways, and immune reactions differ. Whether these

FIGURE 4
The age and life stage are not always the same. (A) Persons of the same agemay be at the life stage of before or after puberty. (B) Persons of the
same age may be at the life stage before or after menopause.
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differences affect the medical treatment will be varied based on

diseases and many other conditions.

What is the same between men and women are the vast

differences between different life stages. Therefore, for the clinical

trials, drug labels, and medical practice, there will be the

differences among life stages and sex differences. There will be

tremendous work ahead to understand these differences.

However, these differences are essential for personalized

medicine, enhancement of human health, and the necessary

improvement of disease treatment.

4 Conclusion: The life stage is an
essential parameter in pharmacology
and medicine

As discussed above, the reasons for the changes in dosages at

puberty are 1). The majority of diseases occur differently before

and after puberty. 2). There are dramatic changes in the immune

response before and after puberty. 3). Response to drug treatment

is different because of the changes in the immune system and

hormone levels. 4). Currently, the majority of drugs have

instructions for different dosages based on age, mostly

between 12 and 14. Such a label intends to provide different

doses based on the different life stages. However, the most

significant change in body maturity and the immune response

is between the times before and after puberty. 5). No matter

influenced by which factors, life stages such as puberty and

menopause are the indication of significant changes in human

development. And 6). Because the ages of puberty among

individuals or ethnic groups are different, instruction of doses

is better based on puberty rather than ages.

For menopause, drug dose changes based on menopause are

better than based on age. It is well known that after menopause,

the hormone levels and immune responses are significantly

decreased. Therefore, drug dosage after menopause should be

different from that before menopause. A good example is the

different dosages used in the vaccination among the aged

population and others. The response to vaccination in the

aged population is much weak than in the other populations.

Similar to early puberty, a prolongation of menopause age will

affect the drug’s effectiveness. In general medical practice, drug

dosages are higher in the aged population than in the young

population, based on the fact that immune response in the aged

population are weak. However, significant changes in the

immune response occur during menopause. After menopause,

the immune response reduces dramatically. When a

premenopausal person received the dosage for an aged person,

it may bring a much higher degree of responses by this person or

the complications of overdosage.

FIGURE 5
Proposed changes in clinical trials and drug labeling. (A) Current patient grouping and proposed grouping methods in the research subjects of
clinical trials. (B) Current age groups in the drug direction and proposed new direction methods in the drug labeling.
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Evidently, the life stage is an essential feature of the life cycle

of humankind. Different life stages have entirely different

physiological and pathological characterizations, and the time

and period of these life stages vary from individual to individual.

In addition to other characterizations of a person such as race,

gender, and body weight, life stage is an important feature that

should be included in clinical trials, drug usage, and clinical

practice as a key part of personalized medicine. Because of the

existing variation of the life stage, age dosages of drugs and

practice guidelines do not reflect the life stage of patients. We

issue this call to incorporate the life stages into all aspects of

medicine.

Correctly applying life stages in medicine faces many

challenges. There are differences between inner physiological

changes and phenotypic signs of body changes. Considerable

research must be conducted before clearly defining the turning

point of puberty and menopause. The application of life stages

into clinical trials, drug labeling, and clinical practice involves the

medical field but also relates to social and economic issues,

including health regulation, insurance policy, and law. Such a

change needs to be initiated with the effort of a whole society.

To initiate such a change, this paper will serve as a call for

awareness of the importance and the urgency for tcorrecting such

a problem in our clinical practice and drug usage by the

biomedical community and clinicians. We need consensus

from clinicians, basic researchers, and community leaders,

perhaps with more evidence and discussion. When such a

consensus is reached, guidelines for such a change from

relevant associations such as endocrinology can be written.

Rules and regulations by policymakers from relevant

organizations and governments may follow. WE sincerely

hope that this day will come soon.
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